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Mt Shasta is located in Northern California in the Cascade Mountain Ranges.  

Shasta is a very special place to say the least; it represents much more than just a mountain.  
It is considered one of the most sacred places on the planet and is said to be the root chakra 
of the Earth. People that visit Shasta say they feel a ‘magnetic like’ connection that can often 
be the catalyst for deep healing, conscious awakening and profound insights and visions. In 
Sanskrit the translation of Shasta means “a teacher.” The Native Americans considered the 
mountain to be the centre of the Universe and the home of Creator. It also has some of the 
cleanest air and water in the world and is abundant with a diverse range of stunning wildlife. 

Needless to say, Shasta and the surrounding forests and waters are purely magical and are 
the perfect destination for those seeking rejuvenation, natural wonder, and spiritual growth.  
 

The Mountain 
“Where Heaven meets the Earth.”

Heart Lake Mc Cloud Falls



If you have received this document than I would like you to consider this is a personal 
invitation. I say that with absolute sincerity and warmth, I consider Mt Shasta one of my 
favorite destinations on the planet and I welcome those who are ready to explore their  
greatest potential.  

I have been coming here for over 3 years now and consider the Mt Shasta region to be a 
mecca for transformational growth, spiritual enlightenment, physical cleansing and 
ceremonial practices. I have become familiar with the power of the land, the sacredness of it’s 
ancestral essence, and the magic of its many hidden landscapes.  

The clients I bring here tend to have deep transformational experiences, which I believe is a 
result of their commitment to a state of observational neutrality, a respect and reverence for 
the land, and a willingness to learn, receive and grow. I ask that they leave everything they 
think and know of themselves and the world they live in behind. I encourage people to enter 
these experiences with a child-like mind so they can experience their authentic essence by 
allowing each moment to reveal all that is true and all that is not.  

The series of offerings I share are catered to your willingness and appetite for optimal growth. 
Each individual has different incentives, so please carefully look over and feel into how this 
retreat aligns for you. During the screening call process we will get deeper clarity on where 
you are at and how we can best work together to optimize your experience in the retreat.  

I have dedicated my life to achieving the highest potential outcomes for my clients and  
consider it a true honor to intimately share a part of your personal journey.  There is nothing 
more rewarding than seeing another be liberated, empowered and restored to the incredible 
being that they were born to be. We are all here to evolve, some are just more committed and 
willing than others, and that’s ok, we can inspire those around us as we walk in our truth. 

Thank you for reading this message and if it aligns, I look forward to you joining me in one of 
the most incredible places on the planet! 

David  

Invitation



  
I'm a researcher and explorer in discovering the deepest parts of ourselves. I am not a healer, 
a shaman, or a teacher. I simply create experiences for one to observe what is true for them 
by coming to their own conclusions. I'm continuously learning and asking how to be the best 
version of myself, but most importantly, be myself. You know better than anybody, who you 
are, and sometimes  some support along the way for you to be able to experience that is 
useful. I enjoy helping people discover the truth of who they are and I do this through a range 
of modern and traditional modalities that bring lasting results for my clients.  

I facilitate transformational growth using ancient and modern techniques that open one to an 
expanded state of awareness whilst grounding one in the present so they can live connected.  
My services aim to introduce clarity, self-motivation and a deeper more intimate connection 
with all life. I also share techniques to better manage the emotional challenges of everyday 
life and how to stay focused when faced with the many distractions of the modern world. 

I've spent decades training and working closely with  indigenous wisdom keepers, global 
leaders, entrepreneurs and change makers so I can have the greatest impact possible in 
improving the quality of peoples lives. I have successfully worked with hundreds of clients, 
from CEO’s, celebrities, athletes, and people from all walks of life that are simply wiling to 
evolve.  

I am passionate about the collective consciousness of our species, I truly believe that we are 
all here to evolve and experience life in its most pure, authentic, and harmonious form. We all 
deserve to walk through life connected and inspired with goodness, this is my intention, to 
serve the greatest good of humanity and restore harmony to our planet and it’s inhabitants. 

David Dillon



Who this retreat is for? 

People who are ready to be challenged personally to grow as a leader, to explore traditional 
healing rituals, and to let go of old behaviors and paradigms. People willing to expand their 
sense of what is possible for themselves and the bigger picture, as the elders say, “In order to 
create our best life we must understand ourselves fully, we must understand our place in the 
story of creation.” My role is to facilitate the transformation and rejuvenation of each guest. 

What is included in your retreat package during your stay? 

 

•      All accommodation, meals, beverages and healing elixirs   

•      Site tours, activations, sound journeys, breath workshop 

•      Native shamanic outdoor sound journey with live instruments  (Miguel) 

•       Native Indigenous Meshika Fire Ceremony  (David) 

•       Traditional Shiatsu 60 min bodywork massage with Miguel  

•       Private Jaguar Awakening Cura session with David 

•       Human Optimization talks - ‘the alchemy of lasting wellness.’ 

•       Guest speakers and workshops    

We have packed your retreat full of value that will completely inspire you! 

Retreat Overview



What is the accommodation like during the stay? 

The accommodation will be in vintage bell tents on David’s property surrounded by a 
beautiful forest and ceremonial fire circle. It is important for people that visit to get the most 
out of their experience and sleeping in the elements is extremely healing and beneficial; 
especially if you are coming from the cities. The fresh air, morning sun and natural wildlife and 
visiting deer in the camping meadow make it a truly magical experience.  

All guest will have access to a private bathroom and shower right near the camping meadow. 
Each private tent comes with a comfortable mattress bed with pillows and fresh linen/towels. 

What do I need to bring?  

The weather can get quite warm during the day and mild in the evening. Pack accordingly. 
You will need good hiking shoes, hat, sunscreen, water bottle, swimming wear, back pack. 



What will the food be like? 

All the food will be organic and freshly made. Breakfast and dinner is included however 
lunches will be covered by guests from the organic store as we embark on daily excursions.  

• Morning fruits, healing elixirs, teas and superfood smoothies 
• Dinners, organic vegetarian dishes , gluten free, fresh produce 

What is the itinerary for the retreat? 

July 2  

•     Check in between 3 - 6pm.  Welcome ceremony and dinner 7.30pm 

July 3  

• Traditional tea ceremony and wisdom discourse 
• Morning health restoration and body movement 
• Native cleansing rituals and empowerment session 
• Faery waterfall hike and medicine wheel initiation 
• Mt Shasta exploration and offering ceremony 
• Soul awakening workshop with sound journey 
• Starlight organic dinner and live music 

July 4 

• Morning meditation in the Shasta forest 
• Health restoration and body movement 
• Mcloud waterfall tour and river cleansing 
• Afternoon life empowerment workshop 
• Native Meshika fire ceremony and music 

July 5 

• Morning health restoration and Qi Gong session 
• Heart Lake hike and meditation immersion 
• Shiatsu bodywork sessions with Miguel 



• Forest sound journey with live instruments (Miguel) 
• Wisdom workshop and panel discussion with Miguel and Jeff 
• Closing dinner banquet, live music, fire medicine 

July 6  

• Morning health restoration and meditation 
• Traditional tea serving and closing discussions 
• Integration free time and private sessions 
• Check out anytime up until 5pm 

What are some of the traditional experiences offered during the retreat?  

Native medicines are powerful tools for helping us stay focused, clear, and connected.  
During the retreat some of the following practices will be offered to guests: 

• Hapé medicine  -  tobacco ash and plants from amazon to cleanse mind 

• Sananga drops  -  purify the eyes and gates of the soul, heals eye issues 

• Coca leaf powder  -  used when hiking that promotes energy and stamina 

• Natural tea ceremony  -  tea is a master teacher and soul cleanser 

How do I get there? 

The property is located in the Northern California at: 

6918 N Old stage Rd, Weed 96094 

Driving:  

8.5hrs from Los Angeles or 3.5hrs from San Francisco 

Flying: 

 Redding (California) 1hr car ride to property  (transport to property not covered, can arrange) 

Medford (Oregon) 1.5hr car ride to property  (transport to property not covered, can arrange) 



What are the results I will get from the retreat experience? 

  
• That you will come away with a deeper connection to yourself and nature 

• You will be renewed and clearer on who you are and where you are heading 

• Discover new possibilities and tools that can help you live the life you love 

• Be inspired and be empowered by the opportunity to living limitless and free 

  

Cleansing River ceremony with Amazonia master plants 

This process is one of the most powerful cleansing 
and abundance ceremonies that is conducted by 
native peoples in the Amazon. It is a mixture of 
master plants that remove all negative energy 
from the body and any connections to people and 
previous experiences. The mixture is poured over 
the crown of the head with river water and then 
you allow it to dry on the body in the sun.  

This ceremony opens the door for abundance into your life and attracts people and 
opportunities that are aligned with your life path. After, people experience profound shifts 
and synchronicities.  

   
Sacred waterfall hike and medicine wheel initiation 
 

The Faery Falls in Mt Shasta are said to be connected 
with the ancient Lemurian lands of Ireland and holds 
the magic of the ancient Druid wisdom. The waters 
are surrounded by ancestral rocks that are said to 
bless initiates with good fortune and abundance.  
We will hike to these falls and cleanse in the waters, 
make offerings, and meditate in the sanctuary. 



Before entering the falls, there is a sacred native medicine wheel. The medicine wheel is also 
known as the ‘sacred hoop’. It embodies the four directions and all of which symbolize the 
dimensions of health and the cycle of life. The teachings are discussed at each point as you 
move clockwise around the wheel, with each direction covering knowledge, wisdom, 
awareness, and understanding. It’s a powerful tool for deepening your inner-standings. 

Native Meshika Fire ceremony 

Fire is part of our ancient origins and has been used as a 
spiritual tool for illuminating the deepest truths of life. 
They say the fire is the ‘master shaman’ for it reveals and 
purifies all that is true, leaving only the great mirror of 
contemplation as its reflection.  

The ceremony that we perform focuses on the power  
of honoring the sacred, both within the self and all life. 
Copal cleansing, medicine drumming, and intention 
setting are all used to connect you to your original 
essence and empower clarity in your mind. You 
will also be taught native songs and ritual practices.  

What are the next steps and cost of the experience? 

The next step is to fill out the survey and get on a call with David to make sure this is the right 
experience for you. There are very limited spots for this exclusive retreat (8 people). 

The total all inclusive cost for the entire package is $1990 early bird or $2,222 after June 12. 
50% deposit is required upon confirming you space and the rest is to be paid before July 2.  
After June 17 the deposit is non-refundable. Payments can be made via pay pal to: 
wayofthejaguar@protonmail.com 

We look forward to having you join the Shasta Escape retreat! 

mailto:wayofthejaguar@protonmail.com








David Dillon 
Transformative Guide 

+1 415 463 9608   
 wayofthejaguar@protonmail.com 

wayofthejaguar.org

“Where Heaven meets the Earth.”


